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American Indian, Deb Haaland U.S. Rep. of
New Mexico, Nominated Secretary of Interior

FOR THE RECORD: The main
stream and the Big Tech social media are incorrect in reporting that
Rep. (D-NM) Deb Haaland, Pueblos of Laguna and Jemez, who
Biden has announced he would
nominate for the position of Secretary of Interior, and if confirmed by
the U.S. Senate would be historical
as she would be the first American
Indian to become a member of a
Presidential Cabinet.
FACT: Charles Curtis (January 25,
1860 – February 8, 1936) was an
American Indian attorney and a Republican politician from Kansas
who served as the 31st vice president of the United States from 1929
to 1933, becoming the first Native
American and the first person of
color to hold the office of vice president. He also previously served as

the Senate Majority Leader from
1924 to 1929.
A member of the Kaw Nation born
in the Kansas Territory, Curtis was
the first person of American Indian
ancestry and a tribal member of a
recognized American Indian Tribe
to reach either of the highest offices
in the federal executive branch.
He is the highest ranking American
Indian ever to serve in the federal
government. He is the most recent Executive Branch officer to
have been born in a territory rather
than a state.
It should also be noted that Curtis
was the first person of “Color” to
serve as vice-president, not senator
(D-CA) Kamala Harris as has also
been misreported.
However, the news of the proposed
nomination of Rep. (D-NM) Haaland has many in Indian Country in
a state of euphoria and understandably so.
If confirmed by the Senate she
would be the first American Indian
woman and second American Indian to serve on a presidential cabinet.
Although the majority of Indian
County support her nomination not
all tribal leaders see her as a friendly
advocate of tribal economic development, specifically those tribes that
are oil, gas and coal producers.

The importance and significance of
her nomination cannot be overstated in Indian Country. However,
Rep., Rep. (D-NM) Deb Haaland
must first go through what is expected to be a bruising and hostile
U.S. Senate conformation hearing
process, which is not always very
congenial.
And given her far leftist radical ideology, “The Green New Deal” her
close association with Rep (NY) Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, senator (DVA) Bernie Sanders and other leftwing extremist that will certainly be
highlighted by the GOP senate majority as well as many left-centered
Democrats who have been distancing themselves from their Marxist
agenda since the November 3, 2020
election.
It appears that the liberal Democrats are blaming the far-left Socialist Democrats for the lost of so
many House seats.
So, given the current hostile political
atmosphere in the Nations Capital it
is therefore in my humble opinion
that Rep. Rep. (D-NM) Deb Haaland will not be confirmed by the
U.S. Senate as the Secretary of the
Interior.
Then again, with the possibility of
members of the House and Senate
challenging the November 3, 2020
election results based on the grow-

ing evidence of voter fraud, during
the joint congressional conformation session on January 6, 2021
raises the possibility of overturn the
fraudulent election.
Although the odds of congress overturning the November 3, 2020 election is slim, the fact that it is even
considered is historical.
However, as senator Rand Paul (RKY) pointed our during the senate
hearing on the elector fraud, that
none of the state of federal courts,
including the Supreme Court of the
USA have ruled on the evidence of
a voter fraud, they have all ruled on
procedures and other legal speak to
avoid having to review to evidence.
He went on to say that the congress
must address the issue to prevent it
from happening in the future.
Could be much more history in the
making! Biden may very well not be
assuming the office of the presidency. Happy New Year!
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Southern California:

San Manuel Band of Mission Indians
Gives $14M to Launch Health Research
Center at Claremont Graduate University
“The donation to Claremont Graduate University in California
will help start a facility focused on researching chronic disease
Natasha Brennan * Special to Indian Country Today
Claremont Graduate University has
announced a landmark $14 million
gift from the San Manuel Band of
Mission Indians to establish a health
research center.
The center aims to support the
Southern California Inland Empire
region’s underserved and Native
American populations.

“In our role as stewards of our ancestral lands, we support our neighboring communities, in addition to
our tribe,” San Manuel Tribal
Chairman Ken Ramirez said. “For
generations, low-income communities and underserved populations
have needed quality healthcare. Our
gift is an investment in future healthier communities and one we are
happy to make.”
Claremont Graduate University
in Claremont, California, announced earlier this month
that the Huntley Bookstore building
will become the home of the Yuhaaviatam Center for Health Studies.
The innovative, multidisciplinary
health research center was launched
more than a year ago and will now
have a home in the building.

The center’s mission is to respond
to the chronic illness crisis plaguing
the marginalized and vulnerable
populations of the Inland Empire
and Indian Country by using an integrated health approach and working with the university’s researchers,
scientists and more than 300 partnering health organizations.
The creation of the Yuhaaviatam
Center for Health Studies has been
in the works since 2019 but was delayed due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
A date for its opening has not been
finalized; however Claremont Graduate University President Len
Jessup is hopeful the renovations
will be complete in the upcoming
year. The building is still used as a
bookstore.
Jessup said the partnership between
the school and the tribe will stimulate future research into many of the
underlying conditions the world has
focused on during the pandemic.

“It’s our hope to eventually produce
the kinds of research at this center
that will prepare everyone, especially our most vulnerable populations,

San Manuel Band of Mission Indians Tribal Chair Ken Ramirez and San Manuel
Business Committee Member Johnny Hernandez present the tribe’s $14 million
donation to Claremont Graduate University, accepted on the school’s behalf by
CGU President Len Jessup. (Photos courtesy of Claremont Graduate University)

for the challenges of another global
crisis,” Jessup said. “In terms of areas of study we are looking forward
to bringing together our faculty and
students with other researchers,
health care providers, and health
policy makers to improve the health
and well-being of vulnerable populations throughout the Inland Empire
and beyond.”
The center is in a region where
many residents with chronic illness
lack sufficient health coverage or
awareness of the benefits of preventative care and wellness practices.
The university’s students, researchers and divisions are already conducting studies on proactive and
behavioral approaches to disease
prevention.
The creation of the center will also
allow for the center’s focus to extend to the Los Angeles area –
home to the country’s largest population of urban Native Americans.

“The types of health and well-being
research that will be tackled by the
center are relevant to the needs and
situations of so many today. Its benefits will ripple out,” said Deron
Marquez, former San Manuel chair,
Claremont Graduate University
alumnus and a university Board of
Trustees member.
The tribe, which also sponsors the
Las Vegas Golden Knights hockey
team and other Las Vegas venues, is
a top-10 private employer in San
Bernardino County, with more than
4,500 team members.
The tribe recently announced it is
constructing a resort expansion,
which will include adding 429 guest
rooms, expanded high-limit gaming,
new dining amenities and a special
events space. It will add more than
2,000 new jobs by the end of 2021.
The San Manuel Indian Reservation is located in San Bernardino
County near the City of Highland.

FREEDOM IN AMERICA IS AT RISK
“Freedom is one of the deepest and noblest aspirations of the human spirit.”
“Freedom is the right to question and change the established way of doing things. It is the continuous revolution of
the marketplace. It is the understanding that allows us to recognize shortcomings and seek solutions.”
“Freedom is not something to be secured in any one moment of time. We must struggle to preserve it every day. And
freedom is never more than one generation away from extinction.”

President, Ronald Reagan
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FREEDOM DEPENDS ON IT!

What is Agenda 21?
Who is George Soros?
Who was Saul Alinsky?
What did Bill Ayers do?
What does Cloward-Piven mean?

Guess who the main stream media want you to look at! And you think
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Fake Votes by Dominion

Tucker Carlson: Biden’s silence on his son, Hunter’s foreign
dealings tells us everything about where America is heading!
December 15, 2020 By Frieda Powers * Contributed by Amanda Marquez, Soboba Indian Reservation CA

cause he seeks to enrich
his ne’er-do-well relatives,
or because he has a vast
empty space inside that
only the adulation of
strangers can fill,” the Fox
News host added with sarcasm. “No, not at all. He

Tucker Carlson warned of the longterm effects on the country if the
mainstream media continues to give
Joe Biden a pass on answering questions about his son.
The Fox News host called out the
Democrat for avoiding discussions
about Hunter Biden and his questionable foreign business dealings,
warning about Biden’s “new kind of
democracy” on Monday’s “Tucker
Carlson Tonight” program.

“So if you’ve been watching the
news, you’ve got to give some credit
to whichever MSNBC contributor
who wrote the words of that Joe
Biden’s speech earlier. If you didn’t
know better, if you had no context,
you might think everything is better
now. The great orange emergency is
finally over,” Carlson said.
“Joe Biden wants you to know he
didn’t run for President three times
because he craves power, or be-

ran for President because
he deeply cares about
you.”
“What matters, Joe Biden
wants you to know is that this is a
democracy, always has been, always
will be and by electing Biden and
the small secretive group of billionaires who choreograph his every
move, this country has become even
more democratic,” Carlson continued, noting that it’s the “kind of democracy in which 11 left-wing billionaires who fund his campaigns
run everything.”
“That’s the Chinese model of democracy that Joe Biden and his
friends so admire. So get used to it,
America. It’s a new kind of democracy,” he said. “In China, people in
power don’t have to answer questions, so neither does Joe Biden.”
Carlson went on to explain how
Biden has refused to answer questions about his son despite an ongoing “federal criminal investigation
relating to tax fraud stemming from
his business deals in China.”

THE DEDINITION OF AN OLIGARCHY

“So why isn’t Joe Biden willing to
answer even basic questions about
his son’s foreign business dealings?
The ones where he had lucrative
arrangements, very lucrative arrangements with companies directly
tied to the Communist Party of China?” Carlson questioned.
“Well, possibly it’s because Joe
Biden himself was directly involved
in those deals and has been lying
about them. We’ve been telling you
that for more than a month, and
now, it is obvious,” he added.
“One of Hunter Biden’s former
business partners, Tony Bobulinski
already presented contemporaneous
documentation proving that. The
reason the Press Corps and their
allies in Silicon Valley did everything they could to bury that story is
that they knew perfectly well that
more evidence was coming, and it’s
arrived. That’s evidence that they
can’t suppress,” Carlson explained

son’s business relationships abroad,
including with Chinese communists,
the very same relationships that
were slated to make him rich.”

“If all this seems a little dodgy to
you, not quite as straightforward
business deal, you should know that
back in 2019, Joe Biden wasn’t repeating the same line about being
proud of his son,” Carlson noted.
“No, he went on the record and denied he knew anything about his

he concluded. “In fact, it just con-

The Fox News host speculated that

Biden “must think people are as
slow as he has become.”
“This isn’t even a solid cover. The
point of the Biden political operation, one of them anyway, from the
very beginning has been to make as
much money influence-peddling as
possible,” he said, calling out the
former vice president’s ability to live
in sprawling homes on a government salary and how his son was
able to “go from unemployable to

rich virtually overnight.”
“If you’re going to restore democracy, the rest of us have a right to
know exactly where the money
came from. What did they do for it?
And what effect is it going to have
on the country going forward?”

Carlson questioned.
to viewers, noting new emails evi- “In a democracy, that’s a very basic
dence obtained from the younger request, and there’s nothing demoBiden’s emails.
cratic about ignoring the question,”

firms what’s obvious, which is they
don’t plan to govern us as a democracy, but instead as an oligarchy.
EDITORS NOTE:
SEE THE DEDINITION OF AN
OLIGARCHY BELOW.

Employment Opportunity: So. California

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Executive Director: All Mission Indian Housing Authority
Oligarchy (from Greek 'few', In the early 20th century Robert
and 'to rule or to command) is a Michels developed the theory that
form of power structure in
which power rests with a small
number of people.
These people may be distinguished by nobility, wealth, education, corporate, religious, political,
or military control.
Such states are often controlled by
families who pass their influence
from one generation to the next,
but inheritance is not a necessary
condition of oligarchy.
Throughout history, oligarchies
have often been tyrannical, relying
on public obedience or oppression
to exist.
Aristotle pioneered the use of the
term as meaning “Rule by the
rich,” for which another term commonly used today is plutocracy.

democracies, as all large organizations, have a tendency to turn into
oligarchies.
In his "Iron law of oligarchy" he
suggests that the necessary division
of labor in large organizations leads
to the establishment of a ruling
class mostly concerned with protecting their own power.
The modern United States has also been described as an oligarchy
because economic elites and organized groups representing special
interests have substantial independent impacts on U.S. government
policy, while average citizens and
mass-based interest groups have
little or no independent influence.
Like in California with Gov. Newson the nephew of Nancy Pelosi.

We must get this message out to the Center for
Disease Control and all labs!
Here's something we can all agree on.
1.The vaccine should be tested on politicians first.
2. If they survive, the vaccine is safe.
3. If they don't, the country is safe.
Contributed by Franklin Motte, Moreno Valley CA

Box5@AmericanIndianReporter.com
Please Send Us Your Email Address For Your Monthly
American Indian Reporter

The All Mission Indian Housing Authority (AMIHA), located in Temecula
California, seeks an Executive Director to administer the development and
implementation of all agency programs and policies. AMIHA is a multitribe housing authority that currently Administers funds for 14 tribes and
has approximately 160 units of HUD assisted family housing under management. The successful individual will report to an eight-person Board of
Commissioners. Job responsibilities include managing a staff of eight, ensuring compliance with all programmatic requirements and applicable federal, state, and tribal regulations, overseeing financial operations, preparing
budgets, administering procurement and contract administration activities
and developing policies, procedures, and programs.
Successful candidate must demonstrate a strong financial background, and
the ability to seek out funding sources and implement new programs,
strong housing and leadership skills, and have a bachelor’s degree in business, public administration, finance or related fields, plus five (5) years of
progressive related management experience (or equivalent combination).
Knowledge of budgets and accounting is necessary. Federal housing experience is highly desirable. The ideal candidate will have five (5) years progressive experience managing and administering housing programs, and possesses the ability to build teams, negotiate, coordinate several major management functions simultaneously and project a positive attitude.
The Executive Director is responsible for administration, management, financial, supervision of employees, Contracting Officer for IHBG Formula,
IHBG Competitive, ICDBG Funds and other grant funding as awarded.
Individuals will be evaluated on experience in the following areas: administrative and housing management, budgeting and finance, presentation skills,
regulatory requirements, procurement and construction management, and
strategic plan development and implementation.
Please submit cover letter, resume, salary requirement and three (3) references by January 29, 2021 to:
Debra M. Skallerud, Director of Operations
All Mission Indian Housing Authority
27368 Via Industria, Suite 113
Temecula, Ca 92590
dskallerud@amiha.org
The All Mission Indian Housing Authority
is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Colorado River Indian Tribes Assumes Major Role In Drought
Relief Efforts In Arizona & Western U.S. Source: Shayne’s Journal #4838 * December 24, 2020
PARKER — On the Arizona
-California border, where
the Colorado River pushes
against Headgate Rock
Dam, churning water pours
into a wide canal and runs
across the desert, flowing
toward the farmlands of the
Colorado River Indian
Tribes.
This tribal nation is the largest single user of Colorado
River water in Arizona, with
rights to divert about
662,000 acre-feet per year,
more than double the
amount of water diverted for
the state of Nevada.
But unlike other tribes elsewhere in Arizona, the Colorado River Indian Tribes, or
CRIT, are legally barred
from leasing water to growing cities and suburbs.
The reasons go back to a
1964 decree by the U.S. Supreme Court that established the tribal water rights,
and to a law enacted in the
1790s that limits tribes’ authority to make such deals
without congressional approval.
Now tribal leaders plan to
ask Congress to pass legislation that would allow them
to put some of their water
on the market by leasing it
out. They say their water can
help Arizona endure shortages as drought and climate
change reduce the river’s
flow.
They’re already leaving
some farmlands dry in exchange for payments, helping Arizona deal with cutbacks under an agreement
aimed at boosting the water
level in Lake Mead. The
reservoir has declined to
39% of full capacity and is
approaching the threshold
of officially entering a shortage.
Chairman Dennis Patch said
the tribe can do more to
help as the Southwest grapples with declining water
supplies, and in turn would
benefit by leasing some of its
water. He said it’s also time
the Colorado River Indian
Tribes gain the ability to use
their water as they choose.

“We did this as a tribe because we wanted to claim
our own destiny with our
land and our water,” Patch
said during a virtual meeting
on the proposal earlier this
month. “Our water is critical

to the state’s water security
as the drought continues
and possibly worsens.”

members. In January 2019,
members voted in a referendum to endorse the approach of seeking federal
legislation to lease a portion
of the water for use off the
reservation.
If Congress agrees and passes a law, the legislation
would be the first of its kind
in Arizona and could clear a
path for other tribal governments along the river to seek
authorization for similar water deals.
The tribal community's pursuit of water-leasing is occurring alongside an upswing of
discussions in the Colorado
River Basin about ways the
established rules of the system could be made more
flexible to allow for a variety
of deals, including leaving
some farmland dry and fallow, to send water to cities as
scarcity worsens.
The Colorado River and its
tributaries provide water for
about 40 million people and
farmlands from Wyoming to
the U.S.-Mexico border.
The river has long been
chronically overused and its
reservoirs have declined dramatically over the past two
decades during a stretch of
mostly dry years, which research shows are being worsened by rising temperatures.
Patch and other tribal leaders agreed to a request by
state officials to present their
proposal this month at two
online hearings.
Amelia Flores, who on Dec.
5 was elected to take over as
CRIT’s chairwoman, said
during one meeting that she
plans to work with members
of Arizona's congressional
delegation to introduce the
bill.
The Mohave people are
known as the Water People,
the Aha Makhav in our language,” Flores said. “We

And because CRIT holds
the most senior first-priority
rights, its water likely won’t
be at risk of cuts during have always lived on the
shortages. “It can be used by Colorado River and the riv-

others in Arizona to lessen
the impact of shortages if
Lake Mead continues to
drop,” Patch said. Leasing
some water would also generate funds to repair and
upgrade the aging irrigation
system on the reservation,
helping its farms use water
more efficiently, Patch said.
He called the plan “a win

for Arizona water users, for
the river and for our people
and the reservation economy.”
CRIT has about 4,500 tribal

er has always supported us.
It has religious, cultural, as
well as life-sustaining and
economic importance.”
The Colorado River Indian
Tribes' reservation was established by the federal government in 1865. Its members come from four tribal
affiliations. The Mohave
have lived along the river for
thousands of years. They
were joined by Chemehuevi
people, some of whom were
displaced by flooding on
their lands when dams were

built. Later, in the 1940s
and 50s, the U.S. government encouraged Navajo
and Hopi families to move
to the reservation to farm.
The reservation includes
nearly 300,000 acres in Arizona and California, with
the river running through it.
On the Arizona side, the
federal government owns
the system of irrigation canals, which is operated by
the Bureau of Indian Affairs
and carries water to about
79,000 acres of farmland.
The water serves as an economic engine for the tribes,
supplying large farming operations that produce hay,
cotton and wheat, as well as
smaller amounts of crops
such as potatoes and carrots.The market value of the
crops grown in 2020 was
estimated at $95-$100 million.
The crescent-shaped expanse of farms along the
river covers an area about
one-fourth the size of Phoenix. But each acre of fields
planted with alfalfa or cotton, when compared with
the water needs of suburban
homes, consumes significantly more water. The

farms are flood-irrigated.
Water flows with gravity
through canals and ditches,
saturating the fields.
The farmland soaks up a
portion of the water that’s
diverted, and the remainder
r drains off the fields, flowing back into the Colorado
River.
Along the river, the tribes
maintain the Ahakhav Tribal Preserve, a wilderness area stretching across more
than 1,200 acres where
they’ve planted stands of
native mesquite trees, which
hold spiritual significance
for tribal members. At a
nursery in the preserve,
workers water mesquite saplings and other native plants
to use in environmental restoration projects.
Leasing a portion of the water would generate proceeds
that the tribal government
could use for various purposes, including supporting
its coronavirus response and
its efforts to improve services from education to law
enforcement.
The legislation would enable
CRIT to lease water in Arizona to an entity such as a
city for up to 100 years, with

the possibility of renewal,
and would also allow the
tribes to exchange and store
some of their water off the
reservation.
Other Native nations in Arizona with congressionally
approved water settlements
already have the ability to
lease water, and have been
making deals to send water
to cities and suburbs that are
searching for supplies.
These tribes, which receive
Colorado River water
through the Central Arizona
Project Canal, include the
Gila River Indian Community, Ak-Chin Indian Community, Salt River Pima
Maricopa Indian Community and Fort McDowell Yavapai Nation, among others.
In contrast, CRIT has no
congressionally approved
water settlement. It’s one of
five tribes whose water rights
were decreed by the Supreme Court in 1964 after
justices ruled in the landmark case Arizona v. California, settling a dispute over
claims to water from the river.

“This legislation is about our
self-determination,” said
Tommy Drennan, a member of the Tribal Council.
Drennan pointed out that
CRIT didn’t participate in
the litigation that led to the
Supreme Court decision.

“It was the United States
that asserted our water
rights. It was the United
States that leased much of
our reservation for the development of non-Indians
for a dollar an acre for 50
years or more,” Drennan
said.
It’s only been during the
past two years, he said, that
the last of those long-term
farm leases have expired
and the tribe has been able
to lease the lands on more
favorable terms.
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Checkmate:
President Trump Signing the COVID-19 Relief Bill
Invoked the ‘Impoundment Control Act of 1974’
By Leisa Audette at 100 Percent FED Up * December 28, 2020
A shocking move by President Trump has
turned out to be checkmate for the president.
He signed the $2.3 trillion COVID-19 relief and
government funding bill that includes $600 stimulus checks for most Americans.
The interesting thing is he has invoked the
‘Impoundment Control Act of 1974’ that allows
changes to the bill, including increasing payments from $600 to $2,000.
The nearly 5,600-page bill passed the House
and Senate a few hours after its text was released. You can bet not one person in Congress
even read the bill.
The bill authorizes direct checks of $600 for
people earning up to $75,000 per year, and people who make over $95,000 get nothing.
President Trump said via a statement released
tonight that Congress would vote tomorrow on a
separate bill to “increase payments to individuals

new criminal penalties, including prison time for
violating copyright laws with online streaming.
The bill is still disappointing because of the billions in pork, including foreign aid. President
Trump is sending a stern recommendation that
Congress must omit the foreign giveaways:
Trump says he’s signing the stimulus bill “with a

strong message that makes clear to Congress that
wasteful items need to be removed.” “I will send
back to Congress a redlined version, item by
item… insisting that those funds be removed
from the bill.”
This leaves a lot of questions with regards to the
Relief Bill:

1) If congress refuses to comply with his recommendation will the funding still be distributed?
2) Is their a timeline for congress to comply?
3) What happen if congress doesn't comply?
4) Can the House and Senate override the
president?

from $600 to $2,000.”
The bill creates a new $300 weekly unemployment supplement and replenishes a forgivable
loan program for small businesses. It also creates

Tucker goes after race-based life saving rollout:
‘If you want the vaccine you better not be white’
Fox News host Tucker Carlson ripped a decision by
“ideologues” on government
health panel for not prioritizing the vaccination of older Americans against
COVID-19 because they
“are too white to save.”
In his opening monologue
Monday, December 14,
2020 Carlson led off by noting that his program was
among the first to report on
a “mysterious new virus”
emanating from China,
which was soon identified as
COVID-19.
Since then, he said, most
people around the world
have been waiting for a vaccine, adding that two have
been approved this month —
one from Pfizer and another
from Moderna.
He went on to say that the
rapid development of the
two vaccines has left many
Americans skeptical about
their safety, but also noted
that “the worry goes deeper
than that.”

vaccine, which ought to
“make you nervous.”
Noting that at present, the
Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention is debating
how best to begin distributing the vaccines which will

tions” from Dr. Kathleen expert on medical ethics
Dooling, who said in a and vaccination at the Unipresentation that “racial and versity of Pennsylvania.
ethnic minority groups [are] Schmidt told the CDC:

will distribute medicine
based on how people look,”

the
line.
The
CDC’s Advisory Committee
on Immunization Practices
(ACIP) has made a different
determination, and the reasoning is simple: Old people
in this country are too
White to save. They even
put it in writing,” he said.

the basis of skin color would “Teachers have middle-class
‘mitigate health inequities,’” salaries, are very often white,
Carlson said.
and they have college de“Of course it would kill peo- grees,” he told The New
ple, and she effectively con- York Times, Carlson noted.
cedes that. But the people it “What the hell is going on?
would kill come from a dis- Talk like that from the peofavored race, so it’s not a big ple in charge makes the
deal,” he added.
population highly paranoid
Carlson went on to cite addi- and fearful about the futional, similar recommenda- ture, and it should. In Calitions including one from fornia, the governor has alHarald Schmidt, a leading ready announced the state

you’re essential, and that
makes sense, considering
that increasingly your color
is your essence. It’s the most
important thing about you.
In this case, it can determine
whether you live or die.
That’s the country they are
creating,” he said, adding:
“So, is it any wonder that
this vaccine rollout makes
people nervous?”

said the host.
He played a clip of Gov.
under-represented [sic] “Older populations are whit- Gavin Newsom saying the
among adults” who are 65 er. [sic] Society is structured state would ensure “black
and over.
in a way that enables them and brown communities
“determine who lives and As such, the host said, “the to live longer. Instead of giv- disproportionately are benewho dies.”
elderly should not be a top ing additional health bene- fitted” with vaccines
fits to those who already “because of the impact they
That’s “a big decision” that priority.”
“shouldn’t be complicated.” The panel also agreed that have more of them, we can have felt disproportionately
The host explained that others officially classified as start to level the playing field because of COVID-19.”
“So certain ethnicities will
based on the health agency’s “non-healthcare essential a bit.”
workers”
who
should
also
“In
this
case,”
Carlson
conget the vaccine first because
models, “the way to save the
most Americans” is to en- be vaccinated first consist of tinued, “level the playing of their ethnicity, says the
sure front-line health work- “racial and ethnic minority field’ means intentionally governor of California, and
ers and people over the age g r o u p s ” w h i c h a r e cause people’s deaths be- it doesn’t matter if that poliof 65 are given first dibs, “disproportionately repre- cause they’re the wrong col- cy winds up killing more
people or is not based in
adding that British govern- sented in many essential in- or.”
ment officials are “getting dustries.”
He then quoted Marc science,” said Carlson.
the vaccine to the elderly as “In other words, it’s entirely Lipsitch, a Harvard epide- “Because it’s not based in
quickly as they can.”
racial. They’re making the miologist, who said he science. In fact, maybe that’s
“But in this country, a panel decision based on race. doesn’t think teachers the point. It’ll level the playof ideologues at the CDC Kathleen Dooling’s presen- should be included in the ing field.”
has decided that the elderly tation concluded that doling non-healthcare essential “The case they’re making is
when you’re the right color,
should not be at the front of out life-saving medicine on workers.

“The concern isn’t simply
the vaccine, it’s the people
in charge of the vaccine and
their basic moral rottenness,” he said.
Carlson went on to say that

Carlson
said
t h a t the CDC’s Vaccine Adviso“ideologues” are going to be ry Committee “unanimously
in charge of rolling out the approved recommenda-

China: America’s Counter-Intelligence Nightmare.
new China-related counterintelligence case about every 10 hours. Of
the nearly 5,000 active FBI counterintelligence cases currently underway across the country, almost half
are all related to China.”
The question is: has Chinese Intel
become the single largest threat to
Dheeraj P.C. of fairobserver.com the United States practically overwrote in October “Chinese espio- night? Or is the Trump Administranage cases in the US have assumed tion the first to actually express
alarming proportions. On July 7, an interest in repelling them in over
Christopher Wray, the director of twenty years?
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, A threat which the media and the
declared: “We’ve now reached the Obama administration willfully
point where the FBI is opening a chose to ignore.

Sharing is caring!
If the headlines are any indication: then the massive compromise
of our government by China has
been ongoing for a very long time,
but the mainstream media is trying
their best to ignore it still.
Even when Georgia’s Democratic
US Senate Candidate Jon Ossoff
discloses financial ties to Beijing,
and when Rep. Eric Swalwell falls
victim to a more indiscrete link it’s
obvious to American’s of every persuasion: Our Government, our elections, our businesses have all become fatally compromised. With so

little trust left to go around, we can
only trust each other, and watch
each other’s backs.
Communist party branches have
been set up inside western companies, allowing the infiltration of
those companies by CCP members
— who, if called on, are answerable
directly to the communist party, to
the Chairman, the president himself,” Sharri Markson wrote.
Not to mention Hunter Biden’s
close ties to China that his father
knows nothing about but is alleged
to have received 10% of the money
paid to Hunter!
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Georgia: When is it a Conflict of Intertest?
Federal Judge Leslie Gardner blocks voter purge in 2 Georgia
counties ahead of Senate run-off, She is Stacey Abrams’ Sister.
Source: BPR Business & Politics, December 29, 2020 * Edited by Ernie C. Salgado, Jr., American Indian Reporter
Contributed by Franklin Motte, Moreno Valley CA
Cleaning up voter rolls in America
continues to be a difficult as trying
to pull a tooth with a string, and almost as painful, thanks in large part
to the Democratic Party and a few
liberal judges — all of which may
explain the party’s affinity for unsolicited mail-in ballots.
In Georgia, where a pair of run-off
elections taking place in January
carry with them the critical balance
of the U.S. Senate, a federal judge
ordered two counties to reverse a
decision removing more than 4,000
voters from the rolls, according to
Politico.
But we’re not talking just any
judge. U.S. District Judge Leslie
Gardner, an Obama appointee, is
the sister of the Georgia Socialist
Democratic voter registration activist Stacey Abrams.
Sister, Judge Leslie issued the ruling Monday, December 28, 2020
after rejecting a request to remove
herself from the case due to her
relationship with her sister: “The

Court has reviewed the motion and ty board said in its recusal request
finds no basis for recusal.”
Abrams is “a Georgia politician and
Georgia is one of a handful of swing voting rights activist … engaged in
states that Trump led on Election various highly publicized efforts to
Night, only to see his lead evaporate increase voter registration and turninto thin air as the counting went on out for the 2020 general election in
Georgia.”
and on. And on.
Her grassroots organizing and voter
registration efforts were cited as deciding factors in the outcome of the
presidential election — following a

now familiar script, Abrams denounced past efforts to maintain
clean voters rolls as disenfranchisement.
The distinguished New York Times
ballyhooed about Abrams “building
a well-funded network of organizations that highlighted voter suppression in the state and inspired an estimated 800,000 residents to register to vote.” And celebrated by the
BBC as the “woman behind
Biden’s biggest surprise.”
Muscogee County is one of the
counties affected by Monday’s ruling, and Politico reported the coun-

1-888-217-2247
In keeping with the Thanksgiving
and Christmas spirt of sharing and
giving the Southern California
American Indian Resource Center,
Inc., (SCAIR) distributed almost
700 fifty-dollars food vouchers to
needy American Indian families
living within the urban areas of east
San Diego, Imperial and Ventura
Counties.
Over the past several year, during
the Thanksgivings and Christmas’
season, SCAIR has distributed
“Food Boxes” to American Indian
families in need. However, this year
due to the COVID-19 fifty-dollar
food vouchers were given out.
The distribution effort is made possible in part from funded provided
by the Northern California Indian
Development Council (NCIDC)
located in Eureka, California and

several local Tribal Governments
have also contributed to this worthy
effort. The Tribal ask that SCAIR
not mention them by name as the
giving is a Tribal traditional and not
for recognition.
SCAIR has expanded its geographical service area from San Diego
and Imperial Counties to include
the coastal Counties of San Benito,
Ventura, Santa Barbara,
Santa
Cruz, Sonoma, Monterey and San
Luis Obispo.
For the past 24-years SCAIR has
provided a wide range of educational and cultural services for the
American Indian and Alaskan Native urban Tribal Communities and
Hawaiian Native in San Diego
County. The goal to continue to
provide the same quality of services
for the coastal communities.

the least unethical authority as a federal judge to help her sister and coconspirators.
They’re not ever trying to hide their
ballot stuffing, harvesting or insuring
that the dead have the opportunity
to vote. Even the Supreme Court
has turned a blind eye to this massive perversion of our election system, accountability and the rule of
law.
And in Georgia with the pending
two senate seats run-off election
nothing has changed, the mass mailin-ballots, corrupt dominion voting
machines and voting system are still
in place.
Will congress have the courage to
overturn the massive voter fraud?
In my opinion no! Most are Like
Creepy Joe, as lone as they are getting their cut nothing else matters.
All this while the mass media bombards the airway with the message;

After Biden pulled ahead in Georgia, Abrams took to Twitter to
crow, citing a number of left-wing
voting rights advocacy group.
Despite her sister, Stacey Abrams’
deep involvement in the voter registration efforts in Georgia, judge
Leslie Gardner saw no reason to
recuse herself from a case involving
her sister and voter registration.
Last year Chief Justice Roberts
chided President Trump for his
tweet regarding federal appointed
judges as “Obama or Clinton Judges,” saying there are no Obama or
Clinton judges, only federal judges.
Yea right, never mind the presiding
federal judges sister is up to her fat “Sit down, shut up, follow orders
ass in the voter fraud she went and move on.” We have had nine
ahead and used her, if not illegal at months training after all, right!
SCAIR is a California American
Indian Education Center authorized by the California Department
of Education. The CDE funding
allow SCSIR to provide tutorial
services for American Indian students in grades K-12 attending
schools within the San Diego Unified School District.
The San Diego Unified School Districts is one of largest school districts in the state with over 37,000
students that includes approximately 750 self identified American Indian and Alaskan Natives.
The majority of the services provided by SCAIR was
in east San Diego
County which,
include the City
of San Diego and
the tribal members from the
Barona, Sycuan,
Campo, Viejas,
Manzanita, La
Posta and Jamul
Village Indian
Reservations.

Wanda Michaels, SCAIR Executive
Director in a resent interview with
the American Indian Reporter said.
“It seems like it was only yesterday

that we started, but it’s been 24years.”
“The east Diego County tribes have
been very supportive of SCAIR
from the beginning we are thankful
for their continued support.”
“The Southern California Tribal
Chairmen’s Association, Inc.,
(SCTCA) has also been very supportive over the years with technical
assistance and training” she added.
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BLM Release List of Demands
for ‘White People’
Source:
This didn’t start with George Floyd,
Chanelle Helm insists. Black Lives Matter just updated their list of demands for
“white people” to comply with that
Helm produced a couple years ago. To
make the connection to George Soros a
little less conspicuous, they used an independent group as a front. Concerned
Citizens DC issued a list.
George Soros is a little upset with the
bad publicity he’s been getting lately.
His name keeps coming up every time
someone wonders who’s paying for the
signs, the gasoline, and the media hype.
When BLM put out a list of demands a
couple years ago, the whole idea went
down in flames so this time, they got a
front group to release a polished press
release with their real intentions glossed
away. We know how they really feel
from what Helm put out the last time.
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Muslims Cry Racist
Over Church Signs

you own to a black or brown family.”
With better legal advice than what Ms.
Helm had in 2017 and more funding to
hire writers who can work without curse
words, the updated list of demands was
released Wednesday. Along with charges against all four officers in the George
Floyd case and “justice for Breonna
Taylor” they demand that marijuana be
instantly decriminalized.
Ideas like civilian review boards and

“nationwide commitment by police
forces to end brutal practices” like

choke holds, have been on the table for
a long time. Minority protesters are now
demanding that DC be declared a state.
They also want things to be nicer in
prison and a private police force. One
of their more interesting ones is they
demand people get out and vote and fill
out the census forms. Even they realize
“It started 600 years ago when white they don’t have much leverage.
supremacy was a tool for destruction,” They start out “we demand that conthe leader of Louisville, Kentucky’s cerned citizens across this nation reflect
branch of Black Lives Matter said re- that concern in spaces that will affect
cently. People of color are simply at decision making.” Then they admit they
“the boiling point of that outrage and don’t have a leg to stand on. “We enfrustration.” Chanelle Helm is demand- courage everybody to participate in the
ing an end to the “broken system of po- U.S. Census and to vote.”

licing that disproportionately hurts peo- They admit they have declared war.
ple of color.”
The ground had been stained with inIf white people haven’t changed their
minds in 600 years then its safe to assume that Black Lives Matter hasn’t
changed theirs in the past two years.
They still want the same things. In 2017
Helm wrote, “Commit to two things:

nocent black blood for centuries.

Fighting white supremacy where and
how you can (this doesn’t mean taking
up knitting, unless you’re making
scarves for black and brown kids in
need), and funding black and brown
people and their work.” White people,
she insists should “give up the home

“Both the hosts and their left-wing
guests repeatedly accused all white people of being born with racial ‘privilege’
and taught to be racist as children.”

“We are fighting now for what America
will be.” Even liberal leaning CBS got
caught up in the frenzy when Friday’s
version of CBS This Morning erupted into racially charged chaos.

They demand we level the playing field.

‘This is the new Socialist America’:
Soros-backed Los Angeles DA under fire for
publicly insulting murder victim’s mother
BPR Business & Politics * By Tom Tillison, December 20, 2020 - Contributed by Franklin Motte, Moreno Valley CA
Newly elected Los Angeles District
Attorney George Gascon is under
fire for a dismissive demeanor toward the mother of a 2015 murder
victim who was kidnapped and tortured.
Gascon was speaking outside the
Pomona courthouse when Desiree
Andrade called out, “My son can

never speak again because he
was murdered. He was kidnapped,
tortured and murdered. My son
matters.”
On Friday, Gascon dropped special
circumstances filed for Julian Andrade’s accused killers, removing
the possibility of life without parole,
Fox 11 Los Angeles reported.

“It’s unfortunate that some people
do not have enough education to
keep their mouth shut so we can
talk,” Gascon is heard saying, just
before Andrade’s comments.
Gascon, who supports sentencing
reforms and reduced jail populations, was elected to office with the
assistance of billionaire George So-

ros, the Democratic mega-donor
and founder of Open Society Foundations, who contributed $2.25 million to his campaign, according to
the LA Times.
Yes, this is the same George Soros,
a Jew that turned on his own people
and served in Hitlers Nazi Army.
The same multi-billionaire that supported Obama, Hilary and most
recently Joe Biden. The same
George Soros that wants to king of
the world under the cover of the
“One World Order.” But, hey pay
attention, Trump and his supporters
are the bad guys!
Immediately upon taking office
Gascon ended the use of cash bail
for many crimes.
Fox LA reporter Bill Melugin said
in a tweet that he reached out to
Gascon’s team for a comment on
the video.

“I’ve initially been told he wasn’t
aware they were family members of
victims yelling at him when he made
this comment, and thought they

were just hecklers,” he said.
As for the formal statement, it wasn’t long in coming.

“While speaking to colleagues outside of the office, there were individuals yelling on opposite sides of
the crowd,” Gascon said in the release. “I did not understand what
they were yelling about until later,
let alone that they were victims.”
“Regardless, it’s not how I should
have reacted,” the prosecutor continued. “Clearly, this family is in
pain, and I will be contacting them
to speak directly and hear them out.
The defendants in this case are all
facing life in prison.”
Andrade told FOX 11 she saw her
son’s alleged killers smirk in court
earlier Friday as their special circumstance charges were dismissed.

“Smirking from ear to ear. One of
the lawyers giving one of them a fist
bump on his shoulder, like ‘Good
job, way to go.’ Really?” she said.
“They thought my son was dead
three different times, and yet, they

SCAIR
San Diego Resource Center
239 East Main Street
El Cajon CA 92020
619-328-0676

continued to beat my son to death.
You’re going to tell me those aren’t
murderers?”
“It’s sick. This is all sick,” Andrade
said, adding, “I felt let down by this
justice system.”
Adolph Hitler once said. “An uninformed population is a politicians
dream.” And it appears to be proven true or maybe his other strategy
of controlling the message supplied
by the media better known as
“Propaganda.”
“We the People” have just been
defrauded by a well financed group
of highly skilled political operative
using the mainstream media, highly
sophisticated technology software
that 99.99 percent of the general
public have never heard of no less is
able to understand.
And the very people in the U.S.
Congress that are suppose to protect
our Constitutional Rights seem to
be more interested in protecting
their own personal income sources.

SCAIR
So.CA American Indian
Resource Center, Inc.
COVID-19 Emergency Help!

Ventura Resource Center
877 South Victoria Ave. Suite 110
Ventura CA 93003
805-765-6243
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My View - By Ernie C. Salgado Jr.,

Washington D.C. Swamp Rat,
RINO Senate Majority Leader
Mitch McConnell’s Dominion
Voter Machine $$$ Donations
RINO, Senate Majority Leader
Mitch McConnell shows his true
alliance as America fights for it’s
freedom from becoming a Marxist
Country.
75 to 90 million Americans are estimated to have voted for President
Trump’s in November 3, 2020 only
to be robbed by the Socialist.
And as the main stream media, Facebook, Twitter, You Tube and
other big tech companies censor
any and all information that don’t fit
their propaganda narrative while
bombard the general public.
We are not only expected to obediently accept, but to believe that 80million Americans voted for a
“Corrupt Buffoon” that isn’t even
able to remember where he is most
of the tome and a “Marxist’ whose
only qualification was the pigmentation of her skin and gender. And
neither one was able to draw more
than 200 voters to attend any of
their campaign rallies. Yea, right!
While President Trump had a exercised his legal Constitutional rights
to challenge the massive voter fraud
he has been demonized and politically denied any relief by the
courts.
Yet, not one court has ruled on the
merits of the evidence of voter
fraud, they have denied his request
on “procedural ground.”
The U.S. Senate is currently holding hearing into the voter fraud
allegations with overwhelming evidence being presented.
The Constitution also provides for
the congress to ratify the electoral
college vote. It also allows for members of the House and Senate to
challenge to election which would
force the Senate and House to meet
and determine whether to hold an
Congressional vote that could possibly over turn the General Election.
Again, 75-90 million American Patriots don’t support McConnell because they know in their hearts that
the Presidency was stollen from
President Trump and the American
people.
That’s the lesson these swamp rats
in the establishment never learn.
The American people are tired of
the political elites sticking up their
noses and ignoring the will of the
citizens they are supposed to repre-

sent. That’s why they elect Trump
in the first place.
And now, they want their GOP
elected officials to fight this fraudulent election until the very end.
For those millions of Patriots who
want to keep America a free Country and not a “Marxist” Government, te fight is not over.
After looking into McConnell’s political and business ties, then it becomes clear who has his loyalty.
Does this show that the 2020 election was a two-party operative rigging against President Trump?
You have to wonder how many
other GOP Congress members
took donations from Dominion and
other voting machine lobbyists. And
let’s not forget George Soros as it
has been proven that Mitch Romney is one of his puppets.
The Political Insider Reported:
A report from July of 2019 indicates
Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell received thousands of
dollars in donations from lobbyists
for two of the largest electronic voting machine vendors in the United
States – Election Systems & Software and Dominion Voting Systems. Wow, kinda make you wonder who else has given him dollars.
Newsweek reported on the donations in noting that McConnell (RKY) had squashed two separate bills
in the Senate addressing election
security.
The reports were based on an investigation by an outlet called ‘Sludge.’

“Several of the lobbyists working for
ES&S and Dominion Voting Systems have recently made contributions to McConnell’s campaign and
joint fundraising committee,”

The BBC also notes McConnell’s
entanglement with Dominion saying
the “company has also donated” to
his committee.
Particularly interesting from the
Newsweek article is that they describe McConnell’s opposition to
the election security bills as “out of

balance with his party.”
The Senate Intelligence Committee,
which is led by Republicans, had
released a report with concerns
about Russians targeting voting systems, including an instance in Illinois where “Russian cyber-actors

were in a position to delete or
change voter data.”
In December of that same year,
four congressional Democrats including Senator Elizabeth Warren
(D-MA) sent a letter to the owners
of Dominion Voting Systems claiming several problems that “threaten
the integrity of our elections,” including “vote switching.”
McConnell did agree to add $250
million for election security after
having held up the earlier legislation.

voted for Joe Biden as the president
-elect. The Kentucky Republican
acknowledged for the first time that
Biden will be the next president in
his floor remarks Tuesday.
Several House hardline Republicans led by conservative Rep. Mo
Brooks (R-Ala.), are still planning to
challenge the election results on Jan.
6, the date Congress will officially
certify them.
If a Republican senator joins the
long-shot effort, however, it will
force both chambers to take a vote
on the election. But they have yet to
get official buy-in from any GOP
senators, though Sen. Rand Paul (RKy.) hasn’t ruled it out.
Brooks, in response to McConnell
cautioning the GOP against objecting to the election results, tweeted
that he hopes it’s “fake news.”

“I find it unfathomable that anyone
would acquiesce to election theft
and voter fraud because they lack
the courage to take a difficult vote
on the House or Senate floor,”
Brooks said in a phone interview.

“Last time I checked, that’s why we
“Now it is learned that the horren- were elected to Congress.”
dous Dominion Voting System was Brooks met briefly last week with
used in Arizona (and big in Neva- several GOP senators to discuss his
da),” Trump tweeted. “No wonder effort, but declined to say whether
the result was a very close loss!”
anyone is seriously considering the
idea. Conservatives, however, have
been eyeing Sen.-elect Tommy Tuberville — another Alabama Republican and Trump supporter — as
someone who may get on board.
And Senate Republicans are unsure
where he stands; Tuberville was not
a part of Tuesday’s conference call.
McConnell’s warning underscores
how the last-ditch bid to overturn
the election is putting the GOP in a
bind. On the one hand, Republicans are facing pressure from
Trump and his allies to support his
attempt to remain in power. And
party leaders want to keep the base
energized ahead of a pair of critical
Georgia runoff races on Jan. 5. that
will determine control of the Senate.
Not a good thing for the American
people that want to keep a free
“There wasn’t any pushback to it,” Country.
she said. “There’s wasn’t anyone But, what else would you expect
from a corrupt D.C. swamp rat?
saying: oh wait a minute.”
Texas rejected Dominion voting
machines due to safety concerns
Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell warned Republican senators Tuesday during a private caucus call not to object to the election
results on Jan. 6, according to two
sources familiar with the matter.
McConnell told his caucus that challenging the results would force Republicans to take a “terrible vote”
because they would need to vote it
down and appear against President
Donald Trump. Senate Majority
Whip John Thune (R-S.D.) and
Sen. Roy Blunt (R-Mo.) also echoed
McConnell’s remarks.
Sen. Shelley Moore Capito (RW.Va.) said that no one objected
on the call to McConnell encouraging members to accept the election
results.

Sludge wrote.
The outlet also found other funds:
Brownstein Hyatt Farber and
Schreck lobbyist David Cohen,
who lobbies for Dominion Voting
Systems on issues related to election
security and monitors federal legislation for the company, gave
McConnell $2,000 on March 31:
$1,000 to his campaign committee
and $1,000 to his joint fundraising
committee.
Lobbyist Brain Wild, who works
alongside Cohen on the Dominion
contract, gave McConnell $1,000 on McConnell’s advice comes one day
after the Electoral College officially
the same day.

Senator Hawley & Sen.-elect Tommy Tuberville vow to challenge
Biden electors, forcing vote McConnell hoped to avoid
December 20, 2020 * Contributed Andrea Marquez, Soboba Indian Reservation, So. CA
Sen. Josh Hawley (R-Mo.) on
Wednesday December 20, 2020
pledged to challenge President-elect
Joe Biden's votes in Pennsylvania
and possibly other states when Congress is set to certify the results of
the 2020 election. on Jan. 6, 2021
Hawley's announcement guarantees
that both chambers will be forced to
debate the voter fraud as evidence
continues to grow. The vote audit
results in Pennsylvania in December indicated that their were
205,000 more ballots cast than registered voter. And other states have
also been shown the same results.

Sen.-elect Tommy Tuberville (RAla.), had signaled his willingness
to support a challenge to Biden's
voter results.
Trump had praised Tuberville and
blasted other Republicans as "weak,"
threatening to end the political career of Sen. John Thune (R-S.D.),
who told reporters that any challenges were doomed to defeat.
Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell had urged Republicans
to avoid, despite pressure from
President Donald Trump, who is
urging Republicans to overturn the
democratic results.

The traditional rules of the Jan. 6,
2021 session — a joint meeting of
the House and Senate — require a
single House member and senator
to join together to lodge a challenge.
If they do, the branches are required to separate and debate the
challenge before resuming the joint
session.
Dozens of House Republicans have
already pledged to challenge the
results but had yet to secure unequivocal support from a senator.
The rules that govern those challenges are due to be adopted on
Jan. 3. But at least some Republi-

cans have endorsed a legal effort to
scrap the rules altogether and empower Vice President Mike Pence,
who will preside over the session, to
unilaterally introduce electors backing Trump.
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“Laughter is the Best Medicine”
"America is just like an insane asylum.
American Indian Reporter

“There’ is not a soul in it that will admit they are crazy."
Will Rogers, 28 April 1935

Antifa thugs attacked
Candace Owens!
“I haven’t seen this
many white Democrates
kick a black woman out of a diner
since the 1950’s.”

